Abstract Using a hybrid Monte Carlo Collision/Fluid model, the formation and propagation of streamers in SF6 and its gas mixtures are simulated. The simulation is based on an accurate numerical solution of Poisson's equation in conjunction with the continuity fluid equation for electrons, negative ions, and positive ions. The factors that influence the formation and propagation of streamers are investigated. The electron density, positive and negative ion density, and electric field in the discharge channel are also presented, which are very important in understanding the phenomena of streamers and in assessing the insulation strength of the gas mixture.
Introduction
The interest in SF 6 gas mixtures has been re-ignited in recent years by the issue of the greenhouse effect of SF 6 gas [1, 2] . The aim of the research is to replace SF 6 with SF 6 gas mixtures, especially in the manufacture of long distance gas insulated line (GIL), in which a low concentration of SF 6 gas is preferred for economical and environmental reasons.
Since the 1980s considerable efforts have been devoted to understanding the development of an electron avalanche, its transition into streamers, and propagation of the streamer fronts in SF 6 gas [3] . However, few studies have been conducted on the streamer formation and propagation in gas mixtures with low concentration SF 6 . WU and KUNHARDT simulated the streamer propagation in a SF 6 /N 2 gas mixture with a 30% SF 6 concentration [4] . PFEIFFER and TONG et al. simulated the same gas mixture with a 10% SF 6 concentration [5] . In this paper, we present results from numerical simulation of the formation and propagation of streamers in SF 6 /N 2 and SF 6 /air using a hybrid Monte Carlo Collision/Fluid model. We previously reported the simulation results of the SF 6 and SF 6 /N 2 gas mixture in 2002. In this present study, the results obtained from the simulation of SF 6 /air are compared with those obtained from the SF 6 /N 2 simulation.
First, the swarm parameters of the investigated gas are calculated by the Monte Carlo Collision method, and then they are fed into the fluid model. During the application of the fluid model, the space charge is characterized by large density gradients and a dynamic range, which makes the accurate solution of the moment equations and determination of the self-consistent field very difficult. Therefore, an algorithm for the flux limiting technique is used in this research. The whole simulation is based on an accurate numerical solution of Poisson's equation in conjunction with the continuity equation for electrons, negative ions, and positive ions.
Simulation method
In recent years, some investigators reported the swarm parameters of SF 6 and its gas mixtures using the Boltzmann equation (BE) simulation [6∼9] , while few investigations were carried out by the Monte Carlo simulation method (MCS). In this research, the swarm parameters of SF 6 and its gas mixture are calculated by the MCS method.
Since the MCS method should simulate all the electrons' moving behaviors, the distance of charged particles must be greater than the Debye length, and thus the simulation pressure is 1 Torr and the temperature is 0 o C. For each E/N value, we take a sample of n 0 electrons with an initial energy of 0 eV in a gaseous mixture. These electrons are allowed to drift under an externally applied uniform electric field during a time interval. In the simulation only the collisions between electrons and neutral particles are considered. With which kind of gas molecule an electron will collide is determined by the probabilities 3 are the collision frequencies of gases 1, 2 and 3. f total is the total collision frequency of the gas mixture, and can be expressed as
where σ i , N i , v i (i=1∼3) are the total cross sections, gas density number and the electron speed of gas 1, and gas 2 and gas 3 respectively. The gas density number is N = N 1 + N 2 + N 3 = 3.54 × 10
22 . f i is calculated for each electron at each time step and compared with a pseudorandom number, drawn from a uniform distribution on the interval 0. . .1. The cross sections of SF 6 employed in the present paper come from Refs.
[8∼11]; the cross sections of N 2 come from Ref.
[12]; the cross sections of O 2 come from Ref. [13] . The calculation results of the swarm parameters of SF 6 and its gas mixture are shown in Fig. 1 . Since the composition of air is rather complex, it is nearly impossible to consider all the contents of air during the MCS simulation. The swarm parameters used in this study are taken from the measurement result [14] . The one-dimensional continuity equations for electrons, positive and negative ions, including ionization, photoionization, attachment, recombination, and electron diffusion terms, are
where t is time; x is the distance from the anode; N e , N p , and N n are the electron, positive ion, and negative ion densities, respectively; v e , v p , and v n are the electron, positive ion, and negative ion drift velocities, respectively. The coefficients α, η, β, and D denote the ionization, attachment, recombination, and electron diffusion coefficients, respectively (Fig. 1) . S is the source term due to photoionization, which is given by
where γ p is the secondary ionization coefficient for photoionization, α * is the excitation coefficient for ionizing radiation, µ is the coefficient of photon absorption, and Ω is the solid angle subtended at x by the disk charge at x. In our calculations, we take α instead of α * , and γ p for SF 6 /N 2 is estimated by γ p /p = 7.5 × 10 −4 (mPa)
where p is the pressure, referring to Dr. MORROW [3] . For SF 6 /Air, γ p comes from Ref. [13] and is determined by the electric field E/N .
The simulation field is a cylinder with uniform radial and variable axial distributions of the charge. The axial symmetry Poisson field is solved at each time step. Thereafter, the new charge distribution is fed into the program at the next time step until the breakdown of the gap occurs or the streamer stops its propagation.
Results and discussion
In the simulation two hundred electrons are released near the cathode at t=0. The separation of the gap is 5 mm under the pressure of 0.1 MPa. The diameter of streamer channel is assumed to be 100 µm. Fig. 2 shows the ion and electron distribution at different time steps in SF 6 /air. It can be seen that at t=3.25 ns the electrons and the positive and negative ions nearly stay at the same region. Since the ionization coefficient is larger and the attachment coefficient is much less than those of pure SF 6 gas, the ionization process is the main process in the streamer channel. This phenomenon is characterized by the higher positive ion density. At t=4 ns the peak value of the electron density increases by nearly 8 times, and the region with plasma is enlarged a little bit compared with that at t=3.25 ns. The position of the electron density peak value tends to move to the anode, and is defined as the anode-directed streamer. With the movement of the electron cloud, the field enhancement between the anode electrode and the electron cloud promotes rapid ionization, at t=6 ns the peak value of the electron density increases by nearly 60 times that seen at t=3.25 ns. From Fig. 2(c) , it can also be seen that the cathodedirected streamer is formed. At t=7.6 ns the peak value of the electron density of the cathode-directed streamer is higher than that of the anode-directed streamer. The simulation results for SF 6 [5] show that the electron density peak value for the cathodedirected streamer is much smaller than that of the anode-directed streamer. By contrast, for the SF 6 /N 2 gas mixture [5] , the electron density peak value of the cathode-directed streamer is higher and increases with an increase in the N 2 content, and the trend of variation in the electron density peak value of the cathodedirected streamer is the same for the SF 6 /air gas mixture. The reasons for this phenomenon may be: a. the mobility of positive ions in the SF 6 gas is much less than that of SF 6 /N 2 and SF 6 /Air gas mixtures; therefore, the distance between the positive ion center of the cathode-directed streamer in SF 6 gas mixtures and the cathode becomes smaller than that in the pure SF 6 gas. As a result, it can enhance the electric field of this region; b. the critical electric field strength of SF 6 /N 2 and SF 6 /air gas mixtures is smaller than that of pure SF 6 gas, and therefore ionization becomes more intensive. Fig. 3 shows the electric field distribution of the streamer channel in SF 6 /air. Fig. 4 presents the potential distribution in SF 6 /air for the considered field region. From Fig. 3 it can been seen that the electric strength of the streamer trail is nearly equal to the critical electric field after the passage of either streamer head, and the electron density in the trail is relatively uniform at t=7.6 ns. Because of the shield effect of the plasma, the attachment process is enhanced at the trails of the streamers; as a result, the negative ion density increases. Fig. 4 shows how the streamer distorts the electrical potential distribution as it moves. It can be seen that at t=4 ns, though the anode-directed streamer has been formed, the influence of the space charge on the electrical potential distribution is small. The potential distribution at t=6 ns shows that both the anodedirected and cathode-directed streamers are propagating to the electrodes with concentrations of potential contours at the head of the streamers due to the space charge influence. At t=7.6 ns this kind of concentration becomes more serious and the head of the cathodedirected streamer nearly touches the cathode. At the next time step, the gap is bridged by plasma and breakdown of the gap occurs. In this work, we also investigate the effect of O 2 on the dielectric properties of SF 6 /N 2 gas mixtures. The concentration of SF 6 is fixed at 10%. The concentration of N 2 varies with the concentration of O 2 . Fig. 5 shows the critical electric field of SF 6 /N 2 /O 2 gas mixtures against the concentration of O 2 . From Fig. 5 it can been seen that the critical field of SF 6 /N 2 /O 2 increases with the increasing concentration of O 2 . The results agree with those of ZHOU et al., who have investigated the gas mixture of SF 6 /N 2 /O 2 with a 90% SF 6 concentration [15] . In 2002 the researchers of Nagoya University and the Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc., Nagoya of Japan, investigated the insulation characteristics of a N 2 /O 2 gas mixture as an ultimate substitute for SF 6 [16] . Their research showed that the 50% probability breakdown voltage (BDV 50 ) of the gas mixture exhibited non-linear characteristics against the mixture rate of O 2 , and the BDV 50 was higher than that of N 2 gas due to the electro-negativity effect of O 2 . Combining our research results and other researchers' results, we can conclude that with the admixture of O 2 to SF 6 /N 2 the dielectric properties of the gas mixtures can be improved. Since the ionization of O 2 is lower than that of SF 6 and N 2 , these phenomena are unexpected. We speculate that the O 2 and SF 6 additive components acting together with N 2 may lead to a better synergistic effect. 
Conclusions
The formation and propagation of streamers in SF 6 and its gas mixtures are simulated using the hybrid MCS/Fluid model. The swarm parameters of SF 6 and its gas mixture are also reported. The distribution of the space charge and its influence on the formation and propagation of the streamers are presented. It is found that, for SF 6 /N 2 , and SF 6 /air gas mixtures, with a decreasing content of SF 6 the electron density peak value for the cathode-directed streamer increases. For a SF 6 /air gas mixture, the peak value of the electron density of the cathode-directed streamer is higher than that of the anode-directed streamer when the gap is nearly bridged by plasma, though the generation of the cathode-directed streamer is later than the generation of the anode-directed streamer. The effect of O 2 on the dielectric properties of SF 6 /N 2 gas mixtures is also investigated. Our studies show that the dielectric properties of gas mixtures can be improved with the admixture of O 2 to SF 6 /N 2 .
